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A method is proposed which makes it possible to find all symmetry properties of the strong 
interactions which are possible at least in principle, provided the most general form of the 
Lagrangian is given (in the sense of the values of the bare coupling constant and particle 
masses). The method is applied to the Lagrangian in the Yukawa form and to a compound 
model with a four-fermion interaction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN recent years many papers have been devoted to 
the study of the possible symmetry properties of 
the strong interactions. Many types of symmetry 
have been proposed, but all of them, with the ex
ceptions of the conservation of the number of 
baryons, and of strangeness and isotopic invari
ance, are to some extent in contradiction with ex
periment. But both the question as to whether 
some types of symmetry can hold approximately 
and that of the nature of the approximation involved 
in such a case are still unclear. This is due to the 
fact that as a rule it is only by a difficult quantita
tive analysis that one can distinguish a violation of 
a symmetry property that is due to its approxi
mate nature from the complete absence of the 
property. Nevertheless, the question of the sym
metries of strong interactions remains as inter
esting as before, and the search for such proper
ties continues. 

Theoretical work devoted to the invariance 
properties of the strong interactions is most often 
done in the following way. One writes down a 
Lagrangian "in the most general form." Its free
particle part contains the bare masses of the par
ticles, and the interaction contains the coupling 
constants. Both sets of quantities are essentially 
unknown parameters of the theory. The next step 
is to equate some of these parameters to each 
other, and some to zero. The new Lagrangian has 
additional symmetry properties as compared with 
the original Lagrangian. 

The change from the "general" to the "special" 
Lagrangian is more natural in some cases than in 
others, and is usually due to the inventiveness of 
the author. In the present paper we propose a 
rather simple and in some sense standard method 

for this change, which guarantees the obtaining of 
all "special" Lagrangians which are possible in 
principle and of the corresponding symmetry 
properties, as soon as the Lagrangian of most 
general form has been written down. This method 
has been used earlier by the writer, [1] and has 
also been used recently by Behrends and Sir lin. [2] 

The method is applied to the Lagrangian written 
in the Yukawa form. If we assume that the parities 
of A and ::E, and also of N and :S, are the same, 
and that the parities of K and A are different 
(other possibilities are discussed in Sec. 4), then 
in the most general case the strong-interaction 
Lagrangian which conserves baryon number, 
strangeness, and electric charge, and also satisfies 
the requirement of isotopic invariance, has the 
well known form 

L = {gl (fJI:rs-rN) + g2 (AirsE + EirsA)- iga !El rsEl 

+ g4 (Siy5-rB)} n +{g5 (NiysA) K+gs (Alirs-rE) K 

+g7K (Aiy5 iT2B) +g sK (EiysiT2'CS)+ Herm. adj.}, (1) 

where N, A, and so on denote the operators for 
the corresponding particles in the Heinsenberg 
representation, the bold-face letters are isotopic 
vectors, Ti are the isotopic Pauli matrices, 7T± 
= ( 7T1 'F i1r2 )/2112, ::E± = ( ::E1 'F i::E2 )/21/2, and gi are 
the real, and in general unequal, bare strong-in
teraction constants. 

If there exists in nature a p meson which is 
pseudoscalar in ordinary space and scalar in iso
topic space, then we must add to L 

L' = {g9 (fJirsN) + g1o (Air sA)+ gn (EirsE) 

(2) 

The p meson may decay very rapidly, and there
fore be practically unobservable, but the addition 
of the expression (2) to the Lagrangian (1) in-
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creases the number of parameters gj which can 
be varied, and consequently increases the number 
of classes of symmetry possible in principle. 

As has already been remarked, for certain re
lations between the gj, and also between the bare 
masses, wb.ich appear in the free-particle Lagran
gian, the theory is invariant under corresponding 
transformations of the operators for the particles. 
The problem is to find all possible relations of 
this kind and the corresponding classes of sym
metry of the theory with the Lagrangian (1)-(2). * 

The method proposed for the solution of this 
problem is essentially very simple. As is well 
known, to every symmetry of the theory there must 
correspond a certain current h_, bilinear in the 
operators that appear in Eqs. (1) and (2), and hav
ing a vanishing divergence ( Bh_/Bx;\ = 0 ). There
fore the finding of all possible symmetry classes 
is equivalent to the problem of finding all the cur
rents whose divergences vanish under various as
sumptions about the values of the constants gj 
and masses mi. Because of the isotopic invariance 
of the theory these currents must be either scalars, 
or vectors, or spinors in the isospace. When 
written in the most general form, each current of 
this type contains a certain number of arbitrary 
constants. By calculating the divergence of this 
current by means of the equations of motion, which 
are direct consequences of Eqs. (1) and (2), and 
equating it to zero, one can get a system of homog
eneous algebraic equations for these constants, 
and thus for the gj and mi. By finding all the non
trivial solutions of such a system one can solve 
the problem of constructing currents with vanish
ing divergence, and consequently also the problem 
of determining the possible symmetry classes of 
the theory with the Lagrangian (1)-(2). 

Among the solutions obtained in this way will of 
course be the "obvious" ones, which are valid for 
arbitrary gj and mi. They correspond to conser
vation of baryon number, strangeness, and charge 
and isotopic invariance, since these properties of 
the theory are already contained in the expressions 
(1) and (2). Strictly speaking all of the "nonobvi
ous" solutions are in contradiction with experi
ment, because if they hold then, as will be shown 
below, either certain observed processes must be 
forbidden, or the masses of different particles 
must coincide, which again disagrees with experi-

*It must be stated at the start that we are concerned with 
invariance properties of the strong interactions under con
tinuous transformations of the type of rotations in the iso
space; discrete transformations of the type of reflections are 
not considered. 

ment. Therefore "nonobvious" symmetry proper
ties can hold only approximately. As has already 
been noted, the question of the degree of validity 
of such an approximation is a difficult one, which 
must be given separate consideration in each con
crete case and is not in the scope of this paper. 
We can only remark at once that the symmetry 
classes considered earlier by Gell-Mann, [s] 
Pais,C·tJ and other authors are among the "nonob
vious" solutions. 

As has already been noted, the problem of find
ing the "nonobvious" solutions has been treated in 
a paper by Behrends and Sir lin. [2] These authors 
do not introduce the p meson into the Lagrangian 
and confine themselves to solutions that hold either 
when all the gi ( i = 1, 2, ... , 8) are different 
from zero or when g5 = g6 = g7 = gs = 0, g1, g2, g3, 
g4 ;e 0. For this reason they do not get the solu
tions given in Eqs. (19), (20), (30), (31), and (32) 
and in the Appendix. In the remaining cases our 
results agree. 

In the next section we shall find in explicit form 
the currents that conserve strangeness and have 
zero divergence. For each such current there are 
indicated, at least partially, the symmetry proper
ties following from the equation dh/dxA = 0 that 
are in contradiction with experiment (without 
counting the ascribing of equal masses to different 
particles). An analogous study of the properties of 
currents with parity changes is made in Sec. 3. 
The results obtained are discussed briefly in Sec. 
4. The problem of the connection of the results of 
Sec. 2 and 3 with the properties of conservation of 
the vector currents involved in the weak interac
tions is not considered, since the writer has al
ready devoted a paper to this. [1] The symmetry 
properties of the strong interactions in the Sakata
Okun' model [s-7] are investigated in Sec. 5. 

2. CURRENTS WITH CONSERVATION OF 
STRANGENESS 

If we begin with isotopic scalar currents, in the 
most general form they can be written as follows 
( ai are arbitrary constants): 

5 - - -h. = a 1 (Nr"AN) + a2 (Ar~.A) +as (Er~.E) 

+a. (2r~.B)- as (Ka~.K), (3) 

where the symbol a;\ has the meaning 

(<P2a~.<Pl) =·c ¢2 aa<DJ- aa<Dz<PJ. (4) 
x~. -'"A 

A direct calculation of the divergence of the 
current (3) with the use of Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to 
the expression 
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aj~ I axA = [(AirsE) 7t- 7t {tirsA)] g2 (az- aa) 

-+- r(NirsA) K- K (AirsN)] gs (al- a2- as) 

+ [(Nirs-c:E) K- K (E-c:irsN)] gs (a1- aa- a5 ) 

+ [K (AiTzirsB) + (EiT2iy5A) Kl g7 (az- a4- as) 

+ [K (EiT2-c:irsB) + (E-c:iTzirsE) Klgs (aa- a4 - as)· (5) 

If we require that 8j~/8xA = 0, then in Eq. (5) 
we must equate to zero the coefficients of all de
rivatives of Heisenberg operators, since these 
derivatives are independent. This gives the sys
tem of algebraic equations 

(6) 

The system (6) is satisfied for arbitrary gj if 

(7) 

The relation (7) gives three equations for five un
knowns, and consequently has two linearly inde
pendent solutions, which we can take to be 

1) a 1 = 1, as=O, a2 =a3 =a4 = 1, (8) 
2) a 1 =0, as= 1; a2 =a3 =a412=-l. 

Thus for arbitrary values of gj we see that 
currents with vanishing divergence are 

s - - - -
h. = (Ny1-N) --t- (Ay1,A) --t- (Er~.E) --t- (Ey'-B), (9) 

d'= - (Ay,A)- (Dr~-E)- 2 (Er"B)- (Ra~.K), 
which corresponds to the conservation of baryon 
number and strangeness, which was obvious from 
the beginning. 

If we return to Eq. (6) and exclude the obvious 
solutions (8)-to do so it is enough to set a1 = as 
= 0-then there remains 

g2 (az- aa) = gsaz = gsa3 = g7 (a2- a4) = gs (aa- a4) = 0. 
(10) 

Any solution of Eq. (10) is in contradiction with 
experiment. In fact, if in Eq. (10) g5 = gs = 0 or 
g7 = g8 = 0, then either the KN or the KZ interac
tions are absent. This means that either the num
ber of particles N or the number of Z is con
served, and this does not agree with experiment. 
The other possibilities in Eq. (10) are 

1) a2 = 0, a3 =I= 0, g2 = g6 = 0, a4 = g~ = 0, 
2) a2 = 0, a3 =I= 0, g2 = g6 = 0, g7 = a,l-a4 = 0, 

3) a3 = 0, a2 =1= 0, g2 = g5 = 0, a4 = g7 = 0, 

4) a3 = 0, a2 =I= 0, g2 = g5 = 0, gs = a2- a4 = 0. 
(11) 

These four cases correspond to constancy of N~, 
N~ + Nz, NA; and NA + Nz ( NR is the number 
of particles R ). This means that observed reac
tions of the types K- + p- ~± + 1r'~' or K- + p 
- A + 1r0 would be forbidden. Consequently, 

strictly speaking, there can be no isoscalar cur
rents except (9) which have vanishing divergence. 

If we now go on to isovector currents, in the 
most general case we have 
v - - - -h = b1 (Ny1--c:N) --t- bz (Ar~.E --t- Er~.A)- iba [.Ey1, · El 

-+ b4 (Er~.-c:B)- ibs [ 1e, a~~.,..]- bs(K-c:a~.K) 

- b7 (p8~.1e) + bs (1\r~.E- Dr~-A). (12) 

As in the case of Eqs. (5) and (6), the equation 
Bjl/axA. = 0 leads to the system of equations 

b7gl = b1g2 = b7ga=b7g4 = b7g9 = b7g1o = b7!i11 = b7g12 = 0, 

bsg2 =bags= bags= bsg7 = bsga=ba (g1o- gn) 

= ba (mE- mA) = 0, 

(2bl + bs) gl = 0, (bl- bs) gs- b2gs = 0, 

(2b4 +- bs) g4 = 0, (bl- bs) g6- b2g5 = 0, 

(ba +- b5 ) g2 + b2ga = 0, gs (bl + bs- ba) = 0, 

(ba + bs) ga + b2g2 = 0, (b4- bs) g7- bzgs == 0, 

bz (mE - mA) = 0, 

b2 (g1o- gn) = 0, 

(b4 - b6 ) g8 - b2g 7 = 0, 

ga (b4 + bs -b3 ) = 0. 

The system (13) has the obvious solution 
b1 = bs I 2 = b4 = - bs / 2 = bs, 

b2 = b7 = bs = 0, 

(13) 

(14) 

since the vanishing of the divergence of the current 

iY = (Ny"-c:N)- 2i [Er~-·EJ + (8r~.-c:B) 

+ 2i [1t8 ,.I ax~.]- (K-ra~.K) 

(instead of 2 [ 7T871/8xA_] we can of course write 

(15) 

[ 7T, 8A_7T]) is equivalent to electric charge conser
vation and isotopic invariance. Components of the 
current (15) occur in the Lagrangian of the elec
tromagnetic interaction and in the scheme of weak 
interactions proposed by Feynman and Gell
Mann.[s] 

In order to eliminate from Eq. (13) the obvious 
solution (14), we can set b5 = 0 in Eq. (13). In the 
solution of the system that results from this we 
shall not consider cases in which even any one of 
the equations 

g5 = gG = 0, g2 = gs = g7 = 0, gz = gs = gs = 0, 

g7 = gs = 0, gl = g2 = gg = g4 = 0, (16) 

holds; these equations mean the unobserved con
servation of the numbers of particles N, A, ~, E, 
or 1r, respectively. The cases (16) can be con
sidered separately; the results of such a treatment 
are given in the Appendix (the fact that the cross 
section for a production is small experimentally[S] 
might indeed mean that g7 and g8 are small; the 
vanishing of g5, g6, g7, g8 corresponds approxi
mate~ to the "very strong" coupling_of Gell-
Mann 3J). After the possibilities (16) are ruled out 
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the system (13) with b5 = 0 has only three solu
tions: 

I) g2 = eg3 , g5 =ega, g7 =ega, e =± 1; g1o = g11 , 

rnA= mE, b7 = b8 = b1 = b• = 0, ba = b6 = - eb2, (1 7) 

jr• =- e (A rAE+ Ey~,A)- i (Ey~, ·El- (1(-ta;..K). 

2) gl = g4 = 0, g2 = -ega, g5 = ega, g7 = egg, 

e =±I, 

(18) 

i.e., with b1 = 1 

j~' = (f.fr~,-tN) + e (Ay;,.E -f- tyi.A)- i (ErA· E] + (Ey;..-rB). 
3) gl = g. = gs = gB = 0, b7 = bs = b2 = b3 = 0, 

(19) 

i.e., with b1 = 1 

ir' = (RrA-tN) + (8r;..-rB)- (R-ta).K). 

The appearance of sign factors E in Eqs. (17) 
and (18) and in subsequent formulas is due to the 
possibility of arbitrary changes of sign of the op
erators for the particles and of the strong-inter
action constants. The question of the physical 
meaning of the relative signs of these constants 
has been discussed by Kobzarev and Okun'. [io] 

The current jr 1 and the conditions on gj in 
Eq. (17) are equivalent to the symmetry of Pais, [4] 

and the author has discussed them earlier[!] in 
more detail [ in[i] the signs of all the baryon cur
rents must be changed, and also the sign of E' in 
Eq. (17)]. Once again, strictly speaking, the con
ditions for the constants gj in Eqs. (18) and (19) 
are in contradiction with experiment. In fact, the 
vanishing of the divergences of the currents jr2 
and jr 3 means the conservation of the respective 
operators 

Np-Nn-f.h++e(Nyo +Nz•) -NE-+Nso-Ns-, 
Np-Nn+Ns·--Ns-+NK+-NK·· (20) 

where the particle-number operators NI/J and N~ 
for the spinor 1/J and the boson ~ are defined by 

No,= ~'ljJ+(x)'ljJ(x)d3x, iV<JJ= -~<t>+(x)a4<l>(x)d3x, (21) 

and yO = (A 0 - ~0 )/21/2, z0 = ( A0 + ~ 0 )/2112• The 
conservation of either of the operators (20) for
bids, for example, 7T-meson charge transfer 
( 7T- + p- 1r0 + n) and a number of other observed 
reactions. 

3. CURRENTS WITH CHANGE OF STRANGENESS 

An isoscalar current with change of strangeness 
by two units can consist of only two terms: 

·B - - 1 1 - · -]i. = ct(Ny), .:::.) T 2 c2 (K iTz a). K) 

= C] (Nr). .E) + Cz (i{iTz aK;ax).). (22) 

The divergence condition Bj~ /axil. = 0 holds for 

c1 (mN- ms) = Cz mk = 0, Ct (g1- g4) = c1 (g9- ,!?12) = 0, 

c1g 5 - c2g 7 = 0, c1g6- c2gs = 0, c1g 7- c2g5 = 0, 

Ctgs-c2ga=0. (23) 

The system (23) has two solutions: 

a) gs = eg7, gs = egg, e = ±I; gt =g., g9 = g1 2, 

b) gs = ga = g7 = gs = 0, gl = g4, g9 = gl2• mN = ms; 

Ct =/=0, (24) 

the first of which has been considered earlier by 
Feinberg and Behrends.[ii] The second solution 
requires the absence of K-meson interactions. 

The only isovector current with change of 
strangeness by 2, (N')'A,TE)[(Kir 2r8A,K) = 0], has 
zero divergence only under the senseless condition 
that N and E have no strong interactions. 

Currents with strangeness change by unity can 
have only half-integral isotopic spins ( 1/2 or % ), 
since only expressions of the form ( N'}'f1.A) or 
( N'YA.~) can be constructed from the quantities of 
the theory. 

Let us first consider the current with isospin 
V2• In the most general case it is of the form 

j~ = d1 (NYAA) + d2 (Ny1.-tE) + d3 (Ay~, iT2 .E) 

+ d4 (ErA iT2 -t.E) + d• (K-ta1.1t) + ds (Ra1.p), 
or, in terms of components 

(25) 

(j~).;, = dt (PYi. A) + d2 [(pyA ~0) + }/2 (ny1.l:-)] + da (Ay1.S:-) 

+ d4 (- (~0Yt. g-) + }/2 (~+ 'l'i.8°)] -!- do ( (f(+ a1Jt0) 

+ }/2 (K0 a1. 1C)] + d6 (R+ai. p), (26) 

ut )-•;, = dl (nr). A) + d2 [- (lirA~0) + }/2 (p Yi. ~+) J 

- da(ArA E0 ) + d4 I- (~0'1'1. E 0)- }/2 (L- n .E-) l 

+d. [- (K0ai.n°) + }/2 (K+(]j.Jt+)J + d6 (R0iJ1.p). (27) 

Just as in the preceding cases, the requirement 
Bj~ /ax A. = 0 leads to a system of equations 

- dtg1 + d2g2 + d5g5 = 0, -d3g4 + d4g2+ d5g7 = 0, 
d1g2- d2g1 + dsgs = 0, d3g2- d4g4 + d5gs = 0, 
d1go -d2gs- 2dagt = 0, d,,g,- d.g8-2d5g 4 = 0, 

dz (gt- gs) +dog a= 0, d4 (g4- ga) + do.f?s = 0, 
- d2g6- d4gB + d5g3 = 0, d1 (glO- g9) -j- dag5 = 0, 

d2g5 + dags + d5g2 = 0, d2 (gn- g9) + dsgs = 0, 
dtga + d4g7 + d5g2 = 0, da(gJ2- gto) + dsg7 = 0, 
d1g7 + dzgs + 2d4ga = 0, d4(g12- gn) + dags = 0, 

2d2g8 + d3g5 + d4ga = 0, 2d2gG + d5gl- d6g9 = 0, 
- d1g5 + dag7- dagto = 0, - d2gs + d,gB- d6gu = 0, 

d. (m"- mK) = da (mp- mK) = 0, 2d4gs + dsg4 -- d6g12 = 0, 
d1 (mN - m11.) = d2 (mN- mE) = d~ (rnA- ms) 

= d. (mE - m 8 ) = 0. (28) 
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The solution of the system (28) is rather cum
bersome, although elementary. Therefore we give 
here only the final result. If we confine ourselves 
to the condition that Eqs. (16) do not hold (other
wise there are too many solutions), the divergence 
of the current j~ is zero in only four cases: 

I) gl =- 8g2 =- g3 = g4 = 8"gs = 88"gs = 8'8" g7 
=88'8"g8 , 8,8',8"=±1, 

g9 = g1o = gn = g12. mN = mA = mr:. =mE, m" = mK, 

d6 = 0, d1 =- 38d2 = 8'd3 =- 388'd4 = f 8" d5 , (29) 

i.e., with d1 = 3 

j~' = 3 (Nr1.A)- 8 (N'ty~cE) + 38' 0\r~c i-r2B)- 88' (Er~c i-r2'tB) 

+ 28" (R'Ca~cn). 

e, e', e" = ± 1, 

d5 = 0, d1 = 8d2 = 8'da = 88'd4 = 8"d612, (30) 

i.e., with d1 = 1 

j~' = (Nr~c A)+ 8 (N'Cr~cE) + 8' (Ar~ci-r2B) + 88' (~r~ci't'2'CB) 

+ 28"(Ra~cp). 

3) g2 = 8 (gl- g4) I ¥3. ga = gl + g4, 

go= 8" (2gl + g4) I V3, gs = 88"g" 

g7 = 8'8" (gl + 2g4) I V3, gs =- 88'8" g1, 

g9 = 8"' (gJ + 2g4) I Jl3, g1o = - 8"' (gl- g4) I V3, 
gn = 8"' (gl- g4) I Jl"3, 

g12 = - 8"' (2g1 + g 4 ) / Jl3, 8,8' ,8",8"' = ± I; 

mN = mA = mr:. = m8 , mp = m" = mK, 

d1 = V3 8d2 = 8'd3 =-V3 88'd4 = V38" d5 = 8" 8"' d6 , 

i.e., with d1 = 31/ 2 
(31) 

j~' = V3 (fJr)..A) + e (Nr~c'CE) + V38' (Ar)..i-r2B) 

- 88' (Er~c it2 'CB) + 8" (K'ta~cn) + V388"' (Ra~cp). 

g2 = -8g5 = -8'g7 , 8, 8' =±I, 

g9 = gn = g12. mN = mr. = m8, m" = mK, 

d1 = da = ds = 0, d5 = 8d2 = 8'd4, (32) 

i.e., with d5 = 1 

j~· = 8 (N'Cr~cE) + 8' (Er~c iT2 'CB) + (K'taxn). 

The last condition on the gj is a special case 
of Eq. (19), and consequently, strictly speaking, it 
is inadmissible, because the vanishing of the di
vergence of the current jr3 is in contradiction 
with experiment. 

In the most general case the current j~ with 
the isospin % is of the form 

(j~)·;, =- h1 (py1, ~-)- h2 (f+ y,, s-) - h3 (i(+ ih. rc), 

(j~).;, = {hl [V2 (j]y,, l:0)- (nr~.l:-)1 + h2 [V2 (~ur~.s-) 

+ (~+ r~cB 0 ) 1 + ha [JI"2 (R+a~cn:0 ) + (K0 a), JC)]}I V3. 
(j): )-•;, = {hi [ V2 (nr)..I 0 ) + (orx~+) 1 + h2 [- V2 (~or,. so) 

.+ (:f-r).. s-) 1 + hs [V2 (Ro a~cn:0) + (K"' a)..n:+) 1} I V3. 
UO-% = h1 (nr). ~+)- h2 (Y- r1. E0 ) + h3 (K0 a~. n:+). (33) 

Instead of j~ it is convenient to consider the 
current j~ that transforms in the isotopic space 
according to the reducible representation 1 x 1/ 2 
and has the property that if we break it up accord
ing to the irreducible representations the.compo
nent with T = % is equal to j~ and that with T = % 
is zero: 
'"' 1 - - -]"A= 3 {h1 [2 (Ny,E)- i [N'ty).. · E II+ h2 [2 (Ey)..iT2B) 

-i[Ey,·iT2'C811 +ha[JI"2(RaAn)-i(K'C·a~.n]]}. (34) 

If 8j~/8xA. = o, then we also have ajr/axA. = o, 
and conversely. The latter equation lea'ds to the 
system of equations 

h1gs = - h2gs = -hag a = hag 4• h1gs = - h2g6, 
h2g3 =- h2g4 =hags, h1g1 =hags=- h1ga, h1gs =hag I, 

h2g2 = hag7, h2g7 = hag2, h1g2 = - hsg5, 

h1 (gn- g9) = h2 (&.'12- hn) = 0, h1 (mN- mr.) 

=h2(mr.-ms)=0, ha(m"-mK)=O. (35) 

It is easy to see that there is only one solution 
of the system (35) that is not forbidden by the con
ditions (16 ): 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

gl =- ga = g4 = egs = E8'gs. g2 =- 8g5 =- 8'8g7 , 

The vanishing of the divergence of the current of 
Eq. (36) is compatible only with conservation of 
the j~1 of Eq. (29), because only in this case (and 
with~= EE', g2 = Egt, g10 =g9, rnA =mN) do the 
conditions for the coupling constants and masses 
agree in the two cases. Preciselj this case was 
pointed out in an earlier paper,C1 where the cur
rents with isospins % and %were considered to
gether. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In all of the arguments given above it has been 
assumed that the parities of A and ~, and also 
those of N and Z, are the same ( P A~ = PNZ = 1 ), 
and that K and A have opposite parities 
( PKA = -1 ). It is not hard to see that violation of 
these assumptions does not lead to the appearance 
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of any new conserved currents and that the "ob
vious" currents j~, j~1, jl are conserved for 
any relative parities of the particles. As for the 
current jl1 of Eq. (17), for PA:E = -1 it contains 
(i\yA.y5:E) + (~yA.y5A) instead of Ci\yft.:E) + (~yA.A ), 
and owing to this the condition m:E - mA = 0 is 
replaced by m~ + m A = 0, which is not satisfied 
in any approximation. Consequently, for the cur
rent ji1 to be conserved we must have PA~ = 1; 
PKA and PN:S can be either + 1 or - 1. 

By similar arguments, for the conservation of 
j~1 , j~, j~ we must have PA:E = PNE: = -PKA 
= 1 (in the last case, we must also have PNp = _ 1). 
Conservation of jf2 requires P A:E = PN:S = 1; 
PAK = PNp =:!: 1. The solution (24) for the current jr holds for PN:S = 1. 

It can be seen from the formulas of Sec. 3 that 
the conditions for conservation of currents with 
change of strangeness always include equality of 
masses of different particles, in contradiction 
with experiment (it is not hard to see that owing 
to the symmetry of the strong interactions in such 
a case not only the bare masses, but also the ob
served masses must be equal). There are also 
contradictions with experiment in certain selection 
rules, which are consequences of symmetry prop
erties. In particular, this is so for all cases in 
which strangeness is conserved, for example, the 
case of Eq. (16) and, as has been noted above, of 
the currents (18) and (19). As Pais has shown, [4] 
the symmetry condition (17), which is included, in 
particular, in Eqs. (29) and (30), also leads to 
making observed reactions forbidden. 

It is interesting to note that there is no such 
forbiddenness in the cases of Eqs. (31) and (36 ). 
Instead, one can derive a number of relations be
tween the amplitudes for various processes. In 
the case of Eq. (36), for example, which allows 
the absence of the p meson, Behrends and Sirlin[2] 
have established a large number of relations be
tween the amplitudes for reactions of the type 
meson+ nucleon- meson+ baryon. Namely, they 
have found the following equations: 

Ql = (pn+ I pn+) = (nrt-l nrt-) = (pK0 I pK0 ) 

= <nK+ InK+), 

Q2 =<~+ K+ I pn+) = <~- K0 I nrt-) =- <nK+ I pK0 ) 

= - (pK 0 I nW), 

Qa = (prt-l prt-) = (nn+ Inn+) = (pK 0 I pKo> 

= (nK-1 nK-), 
Q4 = (nrt0 I prt-) = - (prt0 Inn+) = <~+ rt0 I pKh 

=- o:-no InK->, 
Q5 = (EOKO I prt-) =- o:.oK+ I nrt+) =-<~on+ I pKO) 

= (~on- 1 nK-), 

Qs =<~- K+ I prt-) = (~+ K0 I nrt+) = (8° K+ I pK 0 ) 

= -(E-K0 InK-), 

Q7 = (pK+ I pK+>= (nK 0 I nK0 ), Qs = (pK-1 pK-> 
= <nK0 1 nl<h, 

Q9 = <~+ n- I pK-> = <~-n+ I nK0 ) = - (nK I pK-> 

= - (pK-1 nK0 ), 

Q1o = (:z-n+ I pK-> = (:Z+n-1 nRo> = (EoKo I pK-> 

=- <E-K+I nK0), 

Qn = (:ZO:n:o I pK-> = <:Zono I nRo), 

Q 12 = (AK0 I prt-) = <AK+ Inn+)=- (A:n:+ I pK0 ) 

=-(Art-InK-), 

Q1a = (A:rt0 I pK-> =- (Art0 I nKo), 

Ql4 = (8-K+ I pK-> = - (8°K0 I nK0 ) (37) 

(Behrends and Sirlin did not have n14 , and they 
had different signs for the third and fourth ampli
tudes in n2 and the second amplitude in Qd, and 
established five additional relations between the 
Qi· It is, however, not hard to find four more re
lations of this kind, so that only five of the ampli
tudes in Eq. (37) are independent. If we regard 
n1, Q3, Q7, na, and n12 as independent, then 

Q2 = D1- D7, D4 = Q5 = (Ql- Da)/V2. Qs = Da- D7, 

Q9 = na- Q8, .QlO = .Ql- Ds, Qll = (Ql + Qa)/2- Qs, 

Q14 = Q7 + Qs- Ql- Qa, Q1a =- Q12/V~ (38) 

All of these relations are true if in Eq. (36) 
E' = € = 1 (or if in the formula N of Behrends and 
Sirlin's paper[2] 17 1 = 17 2 = 1). But as before they 
are correct if in the definitions of the Qi we re
place ~ by E':E and :S by €' 2:. 

Analogous equations can also be obtained in the 
case of Eq. (31). It may be remarked that in a 
recent preprint by Gell-Mann[12J the symmetry of 
this same case (31) is analyzed with the additional 
condition gi = g4• 

In the low-energy region it is hard to give re
lations of the type of Eqs. (37) and (38) any physi
cal meaning, if only for the reason that because of 
the difference of the masses it is not clear even 
at what energies one is to compare the amplitudes 
of the various processes in these equations. In 
the high-energy case, on the other hand, when the 
mass difference is not so important, it would be 
interesting to get comparisons with experiment 
for relations of this type, and of course also for 
the selection rules of Pais. 

5. THE MODEL OF SAKATA AND OKUN' 

If we assume that all baryons, 1r mesons, and 
K mesons consist of p, n, A, p, n, and A, [s,s] 

then in this model the most general four-fermion 
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(strong) interaction between the basic particles is 
of the form 

L = f ~ f/1> (NON 1)(NON1)+ f ~f/2>(A01A)(A01A) 

(39) 

where only the antisymmetric interaction types 
contribute to the first two sums. Arguments like 
those that have been given show that for the La
grangian (39), with arbitrary values of the f~i). 
currents with zero divergence are J 

j~ = (Ny,, N) + (Aa'l.A), d' =- (Ay,_A), (40) 

jr = (Ny-,:;N). 

Moreover, as has already been pointed out by 
Okun', [7] in this model it is not possible to con
struct either a nonconserved isovector current or 
a current with vanishing divergence that does not 
have an electromagnetic analog. In the language of 
Sec. 2, the Sakata model forbids isovector currents 
which are not the same as the j¥ of Eq. (15). 

As for the only isospinor current, 
<\> -j,_ = (Ny,_A), (41) 

we have 
oit - - -
iJx,_ = (mN- m11.) (N A)-~ fi(r) (N01A) (N01N) 

j 

+ ~ f1( 2> (N01A)(A01A) 
I 

+ ~ f/a> [(N01A) (N01N)-(N01A) (A01A)J, (42) 
i 

and the condition 8jVaxA. = 0 is satisfied only in 
the case in which f;a> = 0 for the symmetric types, 
and for the antisymmetric 

(43) 

The condition (43) means absolute identit~ of N 
and A, and strictly speaking is incorrect.C13 Ana
logs of Eq. (43) are found in Eqs. (29) and (30), 
where there is complete degeneracy of the baryons. 

APPENDIX 

THE ISOVECTOR CURRENTS (THE CASE OF 
EQ. (16)) 

The solution of (13) with b5 = 0 has meaning 
only for b7 = 0. Otherwise g9 = g10 = g11 = g12• i.e., 
the p mesons do not interact with baryons at all, 
and this makes it altogether senseless to introduce 
the term with b7 "' 0. For the same reason we 
must suppose that b1 = 0 for g1 = g5 = gs = 0, b3 

= 0 for g2 = g3 = g6 = g8 = 0, b4 = 0 for g4 = g7 

= g8 = 0, b5 = 0 for g1 = g2 = g3 = g4 = 0, and b6 

= 0 for g5 = g6 = g7 = g8 = 0. This also applies to 
the same extent to the currents (14) and (17)-(19), 
where all such bi must be stricken out, providing 
only (in the last three cases) that the vanishing of 
the corresponding constants gj is not in contra
diction with the conditions on the coupling con
stants contained in (17)-(19). 

If now we write out again the currents obtained 
from Eqs. (14) and (17)-(19) by all possible 
"strikings out," then according to Eq. (13) with 
b5 = 0 the divergence of the vector current van
ishes only when one or another of the following 
systems of equations is satisfied: 

1) gl = g6 = g1 = gg = 0, q4, g6 =f= 0, 

b8 = b2 = ba = b4 = 0, br = b6; 

2) gl = g2 = ga = g1 = gg = 0, g4, g6 =f= 0, 

bs = b2 = b4 = 0, b1 = b6 = ba/2; 

3) g7 = g 8 = 0, g6 = eg6 =f= 0, e = ± 1, gro = gu, 

mr. = m11., b8 = b4 = 0; 

a) g2 = ega, b1 = 0, b6 = ba = - eb2 ; 

b) g2 =-ega, gl = 0, b6 = 0, b1 = b3 = eb2 , 

and also in the cases differing from those enumer
ated by the replacement 

gi ~ g4, g5 ~ g7, g6 <--> gg, br ~ b4. 
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